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1 Introduction

The number of treebanks available for different languages is growing steadily. A
considerable portion of the recent treebanks use annotation schemes that are based
on dependency syntax. In this paper, we give a model for linguistically adequate
classes of dependency structures in treebanks. Our model istested using the Danish
Dependency Treebank [13].

The modern dependency syntax was pioneered by Tesnière [27]. His core con-
cepts, binary dependencies and unique heads, are mostly shared in the recent de-
pendency syntactic theories [6, 9, 18, 24, 26]. These theories stress the functional
structure, while paying much less attention to linear word order.

Lecerf’s projectivity hypothesis [15, 17] assumes a constraint on linear word-
order in dependency analyses. It says that if a wordA depends directly on a wordB
and some wordC intervenes between them in linear order, thenC depends directly
on A or on B or some other intervening word[23]. The projectivity constraint
has been a popular simplification in many computational dependency grammars
since 1960’s [4]. It does not only make parsing algorithms simple and efficient
[16], but also equips us with neat ways to visualize analyses, with an equivalent,
constituent based representation for dependency trees [4,7], and with a criterion
for stylistically marked analyses [27, 22] and for abnormalinformation structure
[10]. The tendency that sentences admit projective analyses has been observed in
many languages, including French [15], Swedish [20], Finnish [1], and Turkish
[21].

Unfortunately, projectivity does not lend itself to adequate treatment of cer-
tain non-local syntactic phenomena which are extensively studied in the literature
of constituent-based theories such as TG, GB, GPSG, TAG, andLFG. Among these
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phenomena are scrambling, topicalizations, WH-movements, cleft sentences, dis-
continuous NPs, and discontinuous negation.

While projectivity is a linguistically motivated preference for simpler analyses,
Tesnière’s dependency syntax isnon-projective. Dependency syntactic accounts
of non-projective word-order are usually based on simultaneous specification of
syntactic order and linear order (eg. [9, 10]) or on mechanisms relating syntactic
tree and the surface (eg. [18]). However, there is a tremendous need for a simple
theory-independent model that would somehow generalize the projectivity con-
straint to non-projective analyses.

Earlier, a few relaxed models somewhat similar to projectivity have been pro-
posed. These includequasi-projectivity[17], planarity [25], pseudo-projectivity
[12], meta-projectivity[19], andpolarized dependency grammars[3]. None of the
these models is motivated by formal language theory.

The current work presents a new word-order model with a clearconnection
to formal language theory. The model,multiplanarity with a bounded number of
planes, is based on planarity [25], which is itself a generalization of projectivity.

The multiplanarity is defined in Section 2. In Section 3 we restrict sets of
multiplanar analyses to a mildly context-sensitive subset. Section 4 formularizes
some more standard constraints such as head-uniqueness andthe existence of a
root. The adequateness of the restricted multiplanarity property is evaluated in
Section 5.

2 Dependency Graphs

Consider a sentenceS = w1w2...wn and the set of wordsW = {w1, w2, . . . , wn}
of the sentenceS. Assume an (unlabeled) syntactic structure given by the binary re-
lationwi governs wj . We define thatwi linked wj if and only if wi governs wj ∨
wj governs wi. We define thatwi prec wj if i + 1 = j. For any binary relationR,
let R∗ denote its reflexive transitive closure.

A dependency graph of the sentenceS is a directed graphG = (W, governs),
where the set of wordsW is its set of nodes and thegoverns is its set of arcs.
A dependency graph with linear precedenceor dependency analysisis a directed
graphH = (W, prec ∪ governs), wheregoverns ∪ prec is the set of arcs inH.

Projectivity

The standard definition of projectivity constraint [4] is asfollows: if A prec∗ B

andB prec∗ C andA linked C thenA governs∗ B or C governs∗ B. Projectiv-
ity forbids all crossing dependencies and cycles of length 3or more [20]. However,



projectivity implies neither that the graph be connected nor that it be acyclic.

Planarity

Planarity of a dependency tree is the requirement that the links do not cross when
drawn above the sentence [25]. Despite of its similarity with projectivity, it is a
looser property [7]. Formally, theplanarity restriction says: ifA prec∗ B and (not

true)B prec∗ C andA linked C thenA linked∗ B or C linked∗ B. It should be noted
that a planar dependency graph may have cycles of any length.

Planarity is a linguistically well-motivated relaxation to the projectivity con-
straint. In the Danish Dependency Treebank [13], for example, there are trees that
are planar, but not projective (Figure 1).

(typo)
these
are
planar
but not
pro-
jective

Figure 1:These sentences are not planar because both of them have a pair of linked nodes
(det .. holde, det .. at) that are governed by an intervening node (kan, var).

Multiplanarity

We have chosen to use planarity as the core notion that we generalize in the fol-
lowing definition: A dependency graph with linear precedence, H = (W, prec ∪
governs), is m-planar, if the arcs inprec ∪ governs can be divided intom dis-
joint setsprec, governs

1
, governs

2
, . . . , governsm such that for alli = 1..m, the

subgraphHi = (W, prec ∪ governsi) is planar.
If a classC of dependency graphs ism-planar for somem, we say that the

classC is amultiplanar with a bounded number of planes. Multiple planes adds a
discrete third dimension. The arcs, or links in different planes are arranged together
by means of the first two dimensions shared by the subgraphs (Figure 2).

A linguistically interesting problem is to find out if there is a bound for the
number of planes needed to give dependency analyses for natural language sen-
tences.

The sequential presentation

Each planar dependency graphH = (W, prec ∪ governs) can be represented as
a bracketed string. In order to construct such a presentation, take the string of
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Figure 2:We represent crossing arcs in separate planes. More expressive power is gained
by laying a finite number of planes above each other. Crucially, linear order of words is
part of each subgraph.

graph nodes, i.e. the sentencew1w2 . . . wn. Immediately before each wordwi in
the string, insert a right bracket for every dependency linkconnecting the word to
something on the left. Immediately after each wordwi in the string, insert a left
bracket for every dependency link connecting the word to something on the right.
To indicate the direction of the dependency links, two different sets of marked
brackets are used: when the head is on the left end of the link,one set of brackets,
{[?, ]}, is used; when the head is on the right end of the link, the other one,{[, ?]},
is used;

Now, if we have a dependency graph that ism-planar, we can take each of the
m subgraphsHi = (W, prec ∪ governsi) and represent it by means of brackets.
If distinguished sets of brackets are used in the encoding ofeach subgraph, all
the brackets can be inserted into a single copy of the sentence S. Let λ denote
any string of left brackets andρ any string of right brackets. The structure of the
resulting bracketed string will be as follows:

w1λρw2λρw3λ...ρwn−1λρwn.

When the dependencies have labels as they do in the usual annotation, we can
indicate the corresponding label in the brackets. We just donot want to complicate
the model of the word-order. In figures of this paper, we indicate the label in the
bracket on the dependent’s side (Figure 3).

The correspondence to multi-pushdown automata

Our representation of dependency graphs by means of distinguished brackets is
actually a simulation of a multi-pushdown automaton, stackalphabets of which
contain only one symbol. Informally, an opening bracket corresponds to a PUSH



Figure 3: The analogy of bracketed string and dependency links. In more complicated
analyses (eg. Figure 4), the sequences of closing brackets are stacked downwards under
the corresponding word and the sequences of opening brackets are stacked upwards under
the corresponding word. The highest plane occupies the topmost lines under the sentence,
while the lines of the first plane are in the bottom.

operation, which writes a stack symbol to a pushdown, and a closing bracket cor-
responds to a POP operation, which reads a symbol from a pushdown. The depen-
dency graphs, which we presented as unlabeled, can obviously also be extended so
that each dependency type has a unique label, correspondingto one of the symbols
in an extended stack alphabet of a pushdown automaton. In anycase, using an
automaton with several pushdowns is complexity-theoretically dangerous, because
two pushdowns (stacks) can simulate movements of a Turing machine [8].

3 Alignment constraints

Joshi has presented the hypothesis [11] that grammars of theso-calledmildly
context-sensitive languages (MCSLs)are capable of associating correct syntactic
structures to natural language sentences. One of the defining criteria for MCSLs
is that the kinds of dependencies captured by the class are restricted to nested de-
pendencies and to certain crossing dependencies. These exclude the crossing de-
pendencies of the so-called MIX language, the strings of which consist of an equal
number of a’s, b’s, and c’s that may be in any order.

Multiplanarity is a very loose constraint: for every dependency graphH, there
exists an intergerm such thatH is m-planar. Therefore, if we want to describe
only MCSLs, we have to assume a bound for the number of planes allowed, or
we have to give some other sufficient restriction. In formal language theory, re-
strictions to the pushdown operations have been proposed. For instance,Extended (typo)

I meant
grammars
with com-
posite
storages,
(Wartena
2001)

Linear Indexed Grammars(ELIGs) [28], which can be implemented with a multi-
pushdown automaton, impose the following restriction: “you may pop symbols
from any pushdown what you want, but you must push symbols to the same push-
down than last time, or to start using the next pushdown in thepredefined order”.
It has also been known for a while that Linear Indexed Grammars (LIGs) [5] are
among the grammars that generate MCSLs.

Following the technique applied in ELIGs, we give the following alignment
constraints on the multiplanar dependency graphs:



Plane Locking If there are wordswi, wj andwk such thati < j < k, and a plane
pu containing a linkl1 that connects wordswi andwk, the a planepv, v < u,
is not allowed to contain any linkl2 such thatl2 connects the wordwj to the
right.

Left Conjoin There are no pair of linksl1 andl2 both connecting a wordwi to the
right so that the linksl1 andl2 occupy different planes;

Continuous Tiling For any wordwi, there is no link connecting it to the right in
the planep, if the planep is not the bottom plane and there is no linkl in the
planesp andp−1 connecting a pair of wordswj andwk such thatj < i < k.

The last constraint is not necessary, but it is added in orderto minimize the number
of planes. The three constraints given here can be applied toa dependency analysis
in order to determine the arrangement of links in different planes and the minimal
number of planes needed when the constraints are satisfied. Moreover, it seems
feasible to incorporate these constraints into a dependency parser that implements
a multi-stack automaton.

Kruijff [14] has pointed out the need of a language theoreticcomplexity hier-
archy for dependency grammars. It seems that comparing multiplanar dependency
grammars (with the alignment constraints) to extended linear indexed grammars is
a possible way to establish a language theoretic complexityhierarchy for depen-
dency grammars, because Wartena [28] has shown that extended linear indexed
grammars withn index stacks (pushdowns) give rise to thenth member of the
Weir’s hierarchy [29] of mildly context-sensitive grammars.

4 Other constraints

We will now give more familiar constraints that apply to dependency syntactic
structures. These constraints are known under many different names, but there is a
high degree of agreement on them in dependency syntactic theories:

Single Head Each word has at most one head;

Unique Root All the words in the sentence have a head, except the root which is
unique;

No Self-Dependencies No word depends on itself.

In addition to these, it is often required in the dependency syntactic theories that
the dependency graph does not contain longer cycles either.Because we already



know, that each word has at most one head, there are two possibilities. Either the
graph is cyclic and unconnected, or it is acyclic and connected. In the latter case
the graph is a tree. The following constraint is implies acyclicity in a dependency
structure. Although it cannot detect acyclicity in all cases, it licenses us to describe
a large class of dependency trees without resorting to the acyclicity test, which is
of a global nature.

Cycle-Cutting If there are wordswi, wj andwk such thati < j, k, wi governs wj,
andwk governs wi, then one of the following conditions hold:

• for every wordwr, it is not the case thatwr governs wk.

• for every wordwr, it is not the case thatwj governs wr.

• There is an indexs, min(j, k) < s ≤ max(j, k) such that it is not
the case that there are indicest, u, v, x such thatt, u < s ≤ v, x and
wt governs wv andwx governs wu.

(typo)
spørgnot
relevant

Figure 4: An analysis that satisfies the Cycle-Cutting constraint (considerwi=”er” or
wi=”sporg”) (tr. “It is Gerhard who has negotiated with Hans Jorgen, so ask him about
it.”)

5 The Danish data

In order to see how our model fits actual data we carried out experiments with
the Danish Dependency Treebank (DDT) [13]. The treebank consists of 5540 sen-
tences and 100200 words. The dependency graphs in DDT originally contained
secondary, referentially motivated links, calledSRC,REF, andFILLC. We discarded
these links, because they provided secondary heads to some words. We also re-
moved all dependency links for punctuation marks, because we suspected that their
annotation is quite dependent on conventions. Our positionwas that the function of
punctuation marks is related to their linear position rather than to a head-modifier
relationship. If they, however, were included, one or two more planes would have
been needed, because connecting the root verb to the sentence boundary enforces
projectivity to planar analyses [7].



We observed in DDT that crossing dependencies were typically caused by dis-
continuous coordinators, relative clauses, and cleft sentences. A surprising obser-
vation was that these phenomena combined relatively often in such a way that two
or more crossing dependencies resulted. There were only twosentences that were
not multiplanar with three planes (Figure 5).

Figure 5:Two complex sentences that are not3-planar under the constraints of the section
4. (tr. “It has something to do both with the chairs and the table – and the area outside.”
“Parken [the Copenhagen football stadion] has faults and flaws that football audience nei-
ther can nor will accept.”)

We made an unsuccessful attempt to prove that different planes correspond to
some kind of hierarchy of dependency types, as it was our original guess. Never-
theless, it became clear in our model that a higher plane is typically introduced after
an interrogative pronoun, informal subject or some other occurrence of afunction
word.

The sentences like those in Figure 1 are not projective. We tried to arrange the
non-projective links to different planes so that projectivity was satisfied separately
in each plane. However, this kind of strategy resulted into many more planes,
which we considered worse than adoption of planarity.

We also tried other ways to generalize the notion of projectivity to alignment
planes. For example, we examined the direction of dependencies between two
planes. Unfortunately, we observed in our model that a governor of a lower plane
was sometimes governed by a governor in the higher plane, andsometimes it was
the other way round. It became obvious the generalized projectivity does not work



out very well with our alignment constraints. Arranging dependencies to a minimal
number of planes while keeping in mind the generalized projectivity constraint
probably requires a constraint solver, which we did not use at the time of the current
experiments.

It should be noted that the failure of some tested hypothesesin this study de-
pend crucially on the actual choice of the collection of constraints. We argue,
however, that our collection of constraints is quite robust, for two reasons: (i) they
seem to minimize the number planes, and, (ii) the sufficient condition for acyclicity
of dependency graphs held almost in 100% of the cases. In addition to the special
cases involving the dependenciesqobj (direct quotations) andvoc(vocatives), there
were only two sentences that did not satisfy the Cycle Cutting constraint (Figure
6).

Figure 6: Two sentences that failed to satisfy the Cycle Cutting-constraint (with
wi=”ingen”, or wi=”er”). (tr. “The police was satisfied with the conclusion that there
is no connection with the deaths.” “No-one is allowed to be asstupid as you, Einar.”)

6 Concluding remarks

We have studied a hypothesis of constraints that can be imposed on non-projective
dependency analyses. In its most general form, our relaxed version of projectivity,
calledmultiplanarity, is a very wide characterization for structures. It acceptsnot
only dependency trees, but also more general dependency graphs. The relevance



of the unrestricted model is questioned by the considerations related to formal lan-
guage theory. This motivates a restricted model of multiplanarity, based onalign-
ment constraintsbetween separate planes, similar to certain restrictions used in
Extended Linear Indexed Grammars [28]. (typo)

wrong
ref.

In the restrictions imposed to define dependencytrees, we did not make use
of the acyclicity and connectedness constraints, which areoften stipulated in de-
pendency parsing [20, 2]. Instead, a reasonably good coverage was achieved by a
sufficientcondition for acyclicity.

The final model was tested with the Danish Dependency Treebank [13], and
it produced mainly very shallow multiplanar representations. The simplicity of
our model suggests many applications in processing of dependency trees. The
model can be used, for example, as a tool for validation of dependency structures
in dependency treebanks. It is also useful in data mining: itprovides us with a
way to find out non-prototypical analyses. Our model suggests a basis for the
complexity hierarchy of dependency grammars, and motivates a class of efficient
parsers that cope with mildly context-sensitive sets of non-projective dependency
trees. Finally, it seems feasible that such a parser can be easily approximated using
finite state methods. All these possibilities may have an effect on the way the
treebanks are built in the future.
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